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WHO WE ARE

WHERE WE
ARE IN
PLACE &
TIME

HOW WE
EXPRESS
OURSELVES

HOW THE
WORLD
WORKS

HOW WE
ORGANIZE
OURSELVES

SHARING
THE PLANET

6

Sharing one
another's
spiritual
heritage better
enables us to
see our
interconnected
ness.

In spite of
changing times,
Aboriginals
continue to
share culture &
traditions
through
legends, music,
art and dance.

Ideas can be
expressed and
understood
through the
combination of
print and visual
images.

Simple
machines a help
our daily lives
by reducing the
amount of force
needed to do
work.

Societies govern
in many ways to
make a
decisionmaking
structure.

L
 a
consommation
d'énergie a des
conséquences
multiples sur
notre
environnement.

5

People have
rights and
responsibilities
as citizens of
the world.

Historical
structures can
chronicle the
life of a
community.

Les oeuvres
artistiques
transmettent
une gamme
d'émotions
variées qui
affectent
l'observation.

Forces of nature
can have an
impact on all
things.

The political
system of a
society can
mutually affect
the lives of its
citizens.

Biodiversity
supports
nature's health
and balance.

4

Healthy choices
build our bodies
and minds.

Les grandes
explorations ont
contribué à la
migration des
peuples et au
développement
des sociétés.

Advances in
communicatios
change how we
express
ourselves and
connect to one
another.

The universe is
governed by
laws which
maintain order.

Advertising
uses a variety of
techniques to
inform,
persuade and/
or entertain.

Human activity
produces waste,
which needs to
be managed to
protect the
environment.

3

Effective
leaders capture
their target
audience in
order to
accomplish
their goals.

Present day
societies share
common
features with
aboriginal
cultures.

People
communicate
ideas and
experiences
through poetry
and song.

The earth is a
resource we use
every day.

Money is used
as a system of
exchange in
most parts of
the world.

Les êtres
vivants sont
dependants de
leurs habitats
naturels.

2

Through small
actions,
everyone can
make a
difference and
be a hero.

Children’s toys
and games
change over
time.

People can
express their
individuality
through
different forms
of art.

Les éléments
naturels de
notre planète
ont une
influence
directe sur
notre
habitation.

Transportation
systems are
created to meet
the needs of the
people.

People and
animals share
common needs.

1

Our
communities
have an impact
on our lives

Maps help
people know
where they are
in the world.

We use stories
to share our
ideas, feelings
and what is
important to us.

The changing
properties of
water affect our
daily lives.

The needs of a
community are
met throug a
variety of roles.

Every living
thing has a life
cycle.

K

Each person is
unique.

Schools are
learning
communities
that continue to
change over
time.

People express
themselves
through
celebrations.

Changing
seasons affect
life on earth.

Il ya beaucoup
de facteurs qui
influencent la
construction de
maisons.

Animals follow
instinctive
patterns to live
and survive on
the planet.

